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those who led and served the Labour movement in its earlier years.
The older type of trade-union leader, such as Thomas Burt and
Henry Broadhurst, had set a standard in personal conduct and
sturdy sanity of judgment which was always equalled, if not sur-
passed, by men of the newer school, such as Burns, Hardie, Hender-
son, and many whose names I need not mention. Every political
student will find in the public work of these men much that he
dislikes, but when the test is that of personal character, loyalty to
conviction, and level-headed practice, they have the whole-hearted
admiration and gratitude of their class.
The leader about whom I knew the least was Henry Mayers
Hyndman, who was one of the ablest and most unapproachable
figures in the Socialist movement. He was a man of striking
appearance, with a fine head and a long flowing beard, and his
influence with the extremists owed much to his frequent and calcu-
lated avowals that he belonged to the rich and robber class. As a
controversalist he was dogmatic and unreliable, and as a leader
petulant and domineering. In the year 18 80 he had read a French
edition of Karl Marx's work, Das Kafital, which so impressed him
that in 188.1 he organized a conference at the Westminster Town
Hall, at which the Democratic Federation, afterwards the S.D.F.,
was established. Its first programme contained little which could
not have been found in the demands of the advanced Radical
groups of the period, but, three years later, the title of the organi-
zation was altered, and the S.D.F. emerged with a definite Socialist
programme and policy. The London Radical clubs were imme-
diately and completely horrified by its open attack on the Liberal
party, and they replied with injured passion, and with an offended
excommunication of the rebels. The S.D.F. never became a
powerful political organization, and only once, so far as I remember,
did it organize and lead a popular movement. Its happiest
moments were when it criticized other Socialist groups for their
non-revolutionary propaganda; but its denunciation of the Fabians
as 'arm-chair Socialists* was always associated with urgent appeals
to them to render service on its platforms.
The first direct challenge to the established order made by the
S.D.F. was in 1886, when unemployment was unusually severe,
and when much suffering and discontent prevailed. Demon-
strations were organized in Trafalgar Square, and following one of
these, as the procession of depressed and hungry men was on its
way to Hyde Park, malicious jeers from the windows of Pall Mall

